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[10:20] Dave_Kissoo: Welcome to the members present in the Taifa Room and those on the phone also
[10:22] Yaovi_Atoho: The voice volume is too low
[10:28] mib_7ds7dr: is the AFRALO meeting already on/
[10:28] Dave_Kissoo: yes it is ON
[10:28] mib_7ds7dr: ok...thank you....is there a way I can listen in?
[10:29] Dave_Kissoo: If you are at the KICC in Nairobi, we are in the Taifa Room now
[10:29] mib_7ds7dr: ok....let me try to locate you....
[10:30] Yaovi_Atoho: increase the volume
[10:30] mib_7ds7dr: which volume?
[10:30] Yaovi_Atoho: Can't hear Didier very well
[10:36] Yaovi_Atoho: Please speak loudly